Maintenance and Inspection of Below-the-Hook Lifting Equipment
By the Bushman AvonTec Engineering Department
Many of the C-hooks, coil grabs, tongs, and load beams used in the steel industry are
among the least expensive components of the steel processing line. However, when the
shipping dock stops loading coils because a coil grab ceased operation, or the furnace
shuts down due to a cracked bushing in the linkage of the ingot tong, the equipment's cost
takes on a new perspective. The purpose of this paper is to map out better maintenance
and inspection techniques to help prevent inadvertent downtime of the line due to
breakdowns of "Below-the-Hook" material handling equipment.
C-hooks
During Frequent Inspections, our inspectors first do a preliminary visual inspection of the
entire C-hook to look for obvious problem areas: bail wear, bent bails, bent lower arm.
They also ensure that the manufacturer’s nameplate and safety labels are attached. The
next step would be to concentrate on visually looking for cracks at the crotch of the c-hook
and verifying that the coil's inside edges are not gouging out metal from the crotch. One
way to discover cracks visually is to look for cracking paint at the crotch that is not evident
at other parts of the C-hook; many times the base metal will yield more than the hardened
layer of paint on the surface. If there is any indication of contact between the coil and the
crotch of the C-hook, a change in coil handling procedures is warranted. Continued
contact of metal on metal at the crotch can create a site for crack initiation. The basic
design of a C-hook creates a cyclic loading of the lifter, with the maximum load being
concentrated at the crotch of the C-hook. These conditions set up the crotch of the Chook as a potential site for crack propagation and subsequent material failure.
The next inspection would be to verify that the lower arm has not been bent so that it is
out of parallel with the C-hook, or bent down because of excessive load on the lower arm.
To determine if the lower arm is parallel with the rest of the assembly, we use a long
straight edge and allow one to two percent of variance due to original manufacturing of the
plate steel. To detect excessive loading on the C-hook, the inspector can measure the
inside dimension between the upper part of the C-hook and the lower arm. More than a
1/2-inch variance would be considered unacceptable.
The inspector should look for bail wear, gouging, and other discrepancies as previously
discussed. A careful visual inspection of the welds that hold the bail to the base metal
would be performed. The welds that hold the counterweights onto the C-hook will then be
inspected; these are not usually structural welds, but failure of these welds could be
hazardous to operators and equipment in the vicinity.
Inspection of the saddle that the steel coil rests on is important to the economic handling
of the coil, but is usually not a structural concern. Pads that may be applied on the nose
of the C-hook or on the back vertical riser, revolving belts or other assemblies that protect
the coil should be inspected. Each company should determine a quantifiable set point for
allowable degradation of the protective surfaces that their maintenance department can
use to determine when replacement is required.
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During Periodic Inspections, the same inspections as described above are performed and
recorded for trending data. In addition, the following items are performed:
•

•

Dye-penetrant checks are performed at the lower and upper crotch of the C-hook.
After removing paint, oil, and other debris, this non-destructive test should indicate
no cracks in the base metal.
Dye-penetrant checks are performed at all welds on the bail assembly (and bail pin
if applicable.) After removing paint, oil, and other debris, this non-destructive test
should indicate no cracks in the welds (or in the base metal of the pin.)

Maintenance on a C-hook is very limited by nature. Replacement of wear pads or other
steel coil protective options is expected. Cleaning up the bail with very light grinding if
"mushrooming" of the seating surface is evident would be advisable. (If this condition
continues to occur, you may want to contact the manufacturer to determine a more
appropriate seating surface configuration.) Welding on the C-hook should only be done
after consulting with the manufacturer; many C-hooks are made from special alloys and
require special welding procedures. No welding should be done on any portion of the lifter
that had not been originally welded by the manufacturer. ANSI/AWS D14.1-97
"Specifications for Welding of Industrial and Mill Cranes and Other Material Handling
Equipment" provides a section on Field Welding Repair and Modifications.

Bushman Equipment Coil Lifter with a Motorized Rotating Bottom Block

Motorized Coil Lifters
During Frequent Inspections, our inspectors first do a preliminary visual inspection of the
entire coil lifter to look for obvious problem areas: bail wear, smooth operation of the
sliders, smooth rotation of the grab (if applicable,) all guards and stops are attached, and
that the manufacturer's nameplate and safety labels are attached. Our next step is to
check each of the safety features associated with the lifter. (A safety feature is defined as
an interlock that prevents loss of control of the load.) Many coil lifters have a device that
detects when a coil is engaged and simultaneously disables the ability of the grab to open
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the sliders. These safety features should be challenged without a load and verified that
they work properly. One method is to compress the pad switches and attempt to open the
grab; it should not open. If there are any indications that this safety feature does not work
or has been tampered with, the lifter should be immediately tagged out of service until
repairs can be made. Other interlocks that protect the coil should be checked including
flappers or proximity sensors that prevent damaging the coils when the sliders are closed.
Failure of these interlocks needs to be addressed individually, based on their relative
importance to the protection of the coil.
The structural components of the lifter can then be inspected. A visual inspection of the
slider would include verifying the wear surfaces are properly greased and have no
excessive gouges. The welds at the "knee" of the slider (the 90° turn when the slider
becomes the vertical leg) should be checked for obvious cracks. The horizontal pad that
the coil rests upon during handling should be checked for cracks at the crotch of the leg.
Visual inspection of the welds that make up the attachment point between the lifter and
the crane is necessary. Ensure the keeper bar for the bail pin is attached and the
retaining devices are in working order. The bail pin or bail should be visually inspected as
discussed in the previous section. Any weld cracks that are considered hazardous to the
structural integrity of the lifter should warrant the lifter being tagged out of service until
repairs can be made.
Before the electrical inspection begins, all power should be disconnected at the source
per ANSI Z244.1 "Personnel Protection Lockout/Tagout of Energy Sources" and the lifter
verified as de-energized with a multi-meter. The first thing we check in our electrical
inspection is the plug and cabling between the crane and the lifter. The plug and
receptacle housings should have no cracks, and there should be no signs of wires sticking
out of the plug or receptacle. Cord grips should be installed at the plug/receptacle and at
the junction box on the grab to take off strain from the ends of the cable. Conversely, the
pendent (if applicable) should be inspected and verified to ensure that the cable is not
frayed, has proper cord grips, and the enclosure is not cracked or broken. A visual
inspection inside the electrical controls enclosure should reveal no indications of burned
or cracked wire insulation, foreign material lying at the bottom of the panel or obvious
loose connections. Outside of the enclosure, the wiring to the sensors and motors should
be inspected. Discrepancies to look for include frayed wires, sliced insulation, stretched
or taut wires, discolored insulation or broken connectors. Any electrical discrepancy that
is considered hazardous or violates the NFPA-70 National Electric Code should warrant
the lifter being tagged out of service until repairs can be made. Once the lifter is reenergized, the pendent should be tested through all of its operations to verify that all
controls function properly.
The mechanical drive and rotation (if applicable) components should be inspected for
wear and alignment. Verify the integrity of the bearings, chains, belts, couplings, clutches
and other drive line components. Is there an obvious alignment problem or wear
indications that would translate into failure?
Are there any foreign materials or metal shavings near the drive components? Are the
chains and belts properly adjusted? Check to see that greasing and lubrication of these
moving components have been properly performed. Operate the drive system with the
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covers off and listen and watch for noises or irregularities that could indicate potential
problems.
During Periodic Inspections, the same inspections as above are performed and recorded
for trending data. In addition, the following items are performed:
•

•

•

•

•

Dye-penetrant checks are performed at the crotch of the horizontal pad that the
coil rests on. After removing paint, oil, and other debris, this non-destructive test
should indicate no cracks in the base metal.
Dye-penetrant checks are performed at all structural welds in the bail assembly
and the knee of the sliders. After removing paint, oil, and other debris, this nondestructive test should indicate no cracks in the welds (or in the base metal of the
pin.)
Record the alignment of the bull gears in the drive components. Significant
changes over time in angles between the bull gear and other drive components
such as the gear rack may indicate unacceptable wear or potential bearing failure.
Record the clear height (the distance from the horizontal pad that the coil rests on
to the bottom of the lifter frame) as the sliders extend. Measure the clear height
with the sliders closed and then when open. Most models experience a difference
in the clear height in these two positions when the slider droops at their furthest
extension. However, if this clear height sharply increases over time or the sliders
hang up when fully extended, there is indication that the wear surfaces have
excessive wear or other more serious structural problems may be occurring.
Do the legs operate simultaneously? If your coil grab has a drive and idler side
configuration, measure the difference between when the drive side starts
movement and when the idler actuates. We use a pair of dial indicators to
measure the difference in movement. If this difference sharply increases over
time, bearing, chain, or belt failure may be indicated.

Some recommend maintenance practices include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Coat teeth of rack and pinion with a product such as jet lube gear guard open gear
lubricant.
Lubricate sliders and slide ways using a product such as Benz oil moly alumaplex
EP #2.
Lubricate bearings and/or bushings as needed.
For rotating coil lifters, inspect and lubricate the ring bearing per manufacturer
instructions.
Lubricate roller chains, bull gears, sprockets, etc. as needed.
Many reducers have vent plugs that need to be cleaned per manufacturer
instructions. (Verify that when the lifter was received at the plant, a solid-pipe-plug
was not left in after the lifter was put into service at the plant.)
Using a test load, adjust the clutch per manufacturer's instructions.
Check the reducer or gear motor for proper oil levels. If the level is low, add
proper lubrication through the filler plug until it comes out of the oil level plug; refer
to the manufacturer's manual for the location of each plug.
Are the reducer seals leaking? These seals are wear items and need replacing
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•
•

periodically.
Replace wear pads or other steel coil protective options as needed.
Adjust the chain or belt slack. We allow for approximately 2% slack.

Please consult with the coil lifter manufacturer for specific maintenance instructions and
lubricants.

Bushman Equipment Tong Grab

Tong Grabs
During Frequent Inspections, our inspectors first do a preliminary visual inspection of the
entire tong grab to look for obvious problem areas; bail wear, smooth operation of the
linkages and safety latch, all guards and stops are attached, and that the manufacturers
nameplate and safety labels are attached. Then the following components are reviewed:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Inspect the bail and determine the loss of material that has occurred where the
tong interfaces with the hook. (See previous section on Bail Wear.)
Inspect the pins that connect the linkage of the tong. Are there wear indications?
If there is more than 2 - 5% (obvious indentations in the pins), consult the
manufacturer about replacement.
Inspect the automatic latch. Ensure that there is no peening or wear at the
interface between the piston and the catch.
Are the pins that connect the linkage straight and round? We tend to see
deformation of the pins before the links show signs of overloading.
Are the retaining devices that hold the pins in place (collars, roll pins, cotter pins,
etc.) intact and working properly?
Are the bushings in good condition, or are they cracked and worn? Any
indications of cracks should result in the lifter being tagged out of service until
repairs can be performed.
How much play or "slop" is in the linkage? This may indicate the retaining devices
are worn or the bushings/bearings are worn.
Are the legs of the tong straight, and do they meet in the center when the tong is
closed? Bent linkages could indicate that the tong has experienced excessive
loadings that have caused permanent yielding of the base metal (metal
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•
•
•
•
•
•

deformation.) These linkages should be replaced.
Have any unauthorized modifications been performed on the tong?
Are there any visual cracks of the linkages?
Check fasteners, covers and stops to ensure they are properly attached.
Operate the grab and verify that it works smoothly. Does the automatic (manual)
latch work properly?
Do the pads operate properly (swivel, rotate, if applicable)?
Are the pads or points worn to the extent that they need replacement? It is
important that these interface points are maintained since the gripping ratio or
coefficient of friction that they create may be a basis of the original design.
Contact the lifter manufacturer for allowable wear of these components.

Periodic Inspections would include documenting the same inspections described for the
Frequent Inspections plus:
•
•

Dye-penetrant testing of the bail assembly. No crack indication is the criteria.
Dye-penetrant testing of the pins that hold the linkages together. "No crack
observed" is the minimum criteria that we find acceptable.

The simplicity of the tong grab leads to minimal maintenance requirements. One
important item on the preventive maintenance program for a tong grab would be
lubrication of the tong where there are sliding interface locations or where grease fittings
are provided. Consult the manufacturer before lubricating your automatic latches;
greasing some automatic latches might inhibit the piston movement and cause the latch to
malfunction. Other items on the preventive maintenance program might be replacement
of pads or points.

Bushman Equipment Spreader Beam

Lifting Beams
Lifting beams come in many different configurations, but the inspection of them is very
similar. The Frequent Inspection starts with a global review of the beam, looking for
obvious material deformation, bent hooks, missing retaining pins, keeper bars, safety
signs and manufacturer's labels. We would then inspect the hooks or attachment points
of the load to the beam:
•

Are the hooks bent? If so, they need to be replaced.
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•

•

•

Are the pins that connect the "J" hooks or other lifting points to the beam in good
condition? If there is more than 2 - 5% (obvious indentations), consult the
manufacturer about replacement.
For beams with adjustable lifting points or bails, we carefully inspect the
mechanism that holds the assembly in position. Is there sufficient wear or
degradation that would allow the assembly to slip out of position inadvertently
during a pick? Are the pins or clips that hold the position in good condition?
Are the shackles/links/hooks/slings in proper condition? Do they have the pins or
other retaining devices to prevent the load from being released? Are they sized
properly if they have been substituted from the original design?

Visually inspecting the lifting beam for obvious weld cracks or other signs of deformation
would be the next step. Cracks in structural members would warrant the beam being
tagged out of service until repairs can be made. Cracks in spacers or other non-load
bearing members need to be evaluated to determine if they would be detrimental to the
operation of the beam. The bail or bail pin between the crane and the beam should be
inspected for obvious wear and excessive indentations as discussed in the Bail Wear
section.
If the lifting beam is made of channel, I-beams or other structural members, checking the
straightness of the beam may indicate if the beam has been subjected to excessive forces
or loads. A simple piece of string pulled taught along the edge of the structural member
will quickly determine the difference in the camber and sweep of the lifter. Anything in
excess of 3° out of alignment should be investigated.
During Periodic Inspections, the same inspections as above are performed and recorded
for trending data. In addition, the following items are performed:
•

•

Dye-penetrant checks are performed at the critical loading areas on all hooks or
other members that connect the load to the beam. After removing paint, oil, and
other debris, this non-destructive test should indicate no cracks in the base metal.
Dye-penetrant checks are performed at all structural welds in the bail assembly
and the beam. After removing paint, oil, and other debris, this non-destructive test
should indicate no cracks in the welds (or in the base metal of the pin.)

Maintenance of a lifting beam is usually limited to replacement of protective pads, liners or
hardware that attaches the load to the beam. On beams with adjustable bails or hooks,
properly greasing the contact points would be advisable.
Note that many lifting beams are motorized for rotation or other axis motions. If you have
a motorized unit, many of the items covered in the motorized coil lifter section will pertain
in this case including electrical safety, bearings, gears, clutches, reducers, etc.
Conclusion
The mill duty equipment found in the industry is usually designed for a severe duty cycle
and minimal maintenance. The inspection criteria and maintenance procedures in this
paper are what we at Bushman Equipment have found to be useful in maximizing the
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longevity of the lifting equipment. This is not intended to usurp the original manufacturer's
recommendations or other regulatory authority. Although required by ASME standards,
inspection of all lifting equipment is also a prudent maintenance procedure because it will
improve the overall productivity of the manufacturing line. Maintaining a regular
inspection and maintenance program on the lifters will help ensure a long useful life of the
lifter and a better return on your investment.
Reference
1 ASME B30.20 "Below-the-Hook Lifting Devices."
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